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Welcome to the new era
Modular understands how much consumers value good lighting, design and technology. 
By consistently inventing clever, eye-catching and energy-friendly lighting solutions, 
we are constantly pushing the boundaries of architectural lighting. Again and again, 
we set the trend by producing bold designs, thought out down to the last detail.

Today we bring you our new 2011 designs. A broad array of revolutionary high-end 
architectural lighting fixtures, all created around the same goal: to enrich spatial 
architecture with a green touch. The light sources used, from LED to fluorescence, are 
energy efficient and perfectly incorporated into the fixtures.

Discover and enjoy the new designs in our 2011 collection.

"Again and again, we set the trend by producing bold 
designs, thought out down to the last detail" 
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TL-LIGHTING AS STYLE ICON

design in cooperation with couvreur-devos

UNITED
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Following the very successful launch of ‘Square Moon’ which managed 
to make fluorescent lighting trendy again in the architectural world, 
Modular has once more pulled out all the stops with United. This time 
though, instead of hiding behind a diffuser, the lamps are stripped 
of any artifice, baring themselves completely in their slim aluminum 
housing.

ROWS OF PURITY
In simple terms, United is a naked ‘seamless’ TL lamp in a powder coated aluminum 
housing – designed in cooperation with Couvreur-Devos. It is precisely that plain 
simplicity that makes it so special. To start with, the exposed lamps ensure higher 
efficiency, thus reducing power consumption. That efficiency can be increased even 
further when selecting a white interior to amplify light reflection. United consists of 
one or more U-profiles, which are available with or without a cover. The covers are 
available in white or black structure, combined with a white structure or matt black 
lining, thereby offering four different color combinations.

United comes in three different lengths according to different type of lamps and is 
1-10V or Dali/Pushdim dimmable. An IP55 version is also available for use outdoors or 
in the bathroom. Installing several modules in a linear design, or alongside each other, 
creates a repetitive effect with handsome results.

United Asy creates an asymmetrical light beam that results in a homogeneous wall 
wash effect.

design in cooperation with couvreur-devos
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RAY OF LIGHT
Whether on a ceiling or wall, in the hallway, office or shop, outdoors over the entrance, 
in the bathroom – on either side of the mirror –, or as general lighting, the possible uses 
for United are limitless. Even though United does not feature a diffuser, if mounted 
properly,  that is pointing in the right direction, it won’t dazzle or cause glare off screens.

Anyone who believes fluorescent lights cannot create a cozy look should definitely 
rethink their view. United is the ultimate tribute to the fluorescent tube lamp. It radiates 
a warm, white color and is a welcome sight, in either white or black.

united
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united suspended

design in cooperation with couvreur-devos
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united asy
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united

design in cooperation with couvreur-devos
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united

united uncoveredunited uncovered
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THE MOON AS AN ARCHITECTURAL OBJECT

FLAT MOON
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Like an enchanting and atmospheric full moon, Flat Moon shines its 
uniform light into the room. Characterized by great lighting performance 
and elegance, this easy-to-fit ceiling fixture with its integrated ballast 
definitely has a lot of appeal.

CATCH THE MOONLIGHT
Under its aluminium housing, in black or white structure, Flat Moon conceals a set 
of dimmable, low-energy fluorescent lamps and the necessary ballast unit. It can be 
suspended or mounted in the ceiling. 

When suspended, Flat Moon acts as both an up & down-lighter. As a mounted 
luminaire, it can be placed directly against the ceiling, or by leaving a space between 
the ceiling and lamp for additional indirect lighting effect. The recessed version is 
worked fully into the ceiling.
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DISCRETE ILLUMINATOR
Thanks to its high lighting performance and discrete appearance, Flat Moon fits in well 
in offices, hospitals and public spaces, as well as in shops and private residences. It 
can be used as a direct down-lighter or as an up & down-lighter. In the latter setup, it 
provides a handy combination of indirect and direct lighting.

The circle, the purest geometric shape, turns the versatile Flat Moon into a simple, 
basic lighting element, which supplies uniform, subdued light to large surface areas. A 
lamp that bathes your interior spaces in a diffused white light, like a full moon shining 
in the heavens.

flat moon suspended
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A PIECE OF CAKE

SOUFFLE
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soufflé surface
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Organic forms do not always come from nature. After delighting us 
with its mouthwatering "Cake" luminaire, Modular now introduces the 
Soufflé, a light dish this time.

DELICIOUS STYLEMAKER
Soufflé’s fluorescent lamps produce a diffuse light with a particularly pleasing effect. 
This look can be enhanced even further by using the color filter. The poly down model 
shines light directly downwards, while the poly up/down version creates a nice soft 
upwards and downwards light beam.

The interior of the dimmable lamp is white structure and there is a choice of glossy 
white or glossy black for the exterior finish. The fixture can be either suspended or 
surface mounted.
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LIGHT AND ETHEREAL
Soufflé looks particularly attractive against the ceiling, and can also be suspended. 
An ideal feature above the dining table or the cooking range, in the lobby of a hotel or 
restaurant, or at the store checkout.

With its amorphous shape reminiscent of a ring-shaped cake, Soufflé bears the 
signature Modular look. It allows the lamp to shine from the depths as it were, creating 
a unique ambience and giving the Soufflé a mystical character. Its high level of coziness 
promises to make Soufflé a hit.

soufflé suspended
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THE PERFECT SPHERE FOR THE OUTDOORS

QLIV
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Qliv is a discrete, functional lighting fixture with a subtle outer ridge 
and recessed lighting source. A must-have in the outdoor lighting 
collection.

NIGHT SHAPER
The state of the art dimmable LED module with its high quality reflector is surrounded 
by a white or black structure housing. When mounted in a ceiling, the subtle outer 
ridge of the Qliv helps shield the light source from the eye, making it look even more 
recessed. The flood version of the light source creates a broad lighting beam and is also 
available in warm or ice white.

Thanks to the IP67 rating, its compact build-in size and efficient luminous output, Qliv 
is perfectly suited for penthouses, residential and professional spas and pool houses.

The recessed light source of the Qliv combined with its subtle outer ridge contribute 
to create a soft lighting experience, for summer evenings at the pool or the ultimate 
relaxation at the spa.
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TECHNICAL DATA
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2x T16 SLS G5 28/54W 
gear incl. electronic

 
 

! suspension kit optional - see accessories

COVERED(1) UNCOVERED(2)

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

black struc (white struc interior) 11800047 11805047 11800147 black 11801402 11805402 11801802

black struc (black interior) 11800048 11805048 11800148 white struc 11801409 11805409 11801809

white struc (white struc interior) 11800009 11805009 11800109 - - - -

white struc (black interior) 11800029 11805029 11800129 - - - -

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B I W 960Z

United 2x 28/54W GI 

United 2x 21/39W GI  
2x T16 SLS G5 21/39W 
gear incl. electronic

 
 

! suspension kit optional - see accessories

COVERED(1) UNCOVERED(2)

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

black struc (white struc interior) 11800247 11805147 11800347 black 11801502 11805502 11801902

black struc (black interior) 11800248 11805148 11800348 white struc 11801509 11805509 11801909

white struc (white struc interior) 11800209 11805109 11800309 - - - -

white struc (black interior) 11800229 11805129 11800329 - - - -

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B I W 960Z

United exterior 2x 21/39W GI  
2x T16 SLS G5 21/39W 
gear incl. electronic

 
 

! suspension kit optional - see accessories

COVERED(1) UNCOVERED(2)

black struc (white struc interior) 11800847 black struc 11802232

black struc (black struc interior) 11800848 white struc 11802209

white struc (white struc interior) 11800809 - -

white struc (black struc interior) 11800829 - -

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a m s x A I W Q 960Z

6.30

4.20

4.20

4.00

2.80

2.80

104(1) / 96(2)

62(1) / 56(2)

1274(1) / 1270(2)

104(1) / 96(2)

62(1) / 56(2)

974(1) / 970(2)

104(1) / 96(2)

62(1) / 56(2)

974(1) / 970(2)
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4x T16 SLS G5 14/24W 
gear incl. electronic

 
 

! suspension kit optional - see accessories

COVERED(1) UNCOVERED(2)

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

black struc (white struc interior) 11800647 11805347 11800747 black 11801702 11805702 11802102

black struc (black interior) 11800648 11805348 11800748 white struc 11801709 11805709 11802109

white struc (white struc interior) 11800609 11805309 11800709 - - - -

white struc (black interior) 11800629 11805329 11800729 - - - -

ê  
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B I W 960Z

United 4x 14/24W GI 

2x T16 SLS G5 14/24W 
gear incl. electronic

 
 

! suspension kit optional - see accessories

COVERED(1) UNCOVERED(2)

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

black struc (white struc interior) 11800447 11805247 11800547 black 11801602 11805602 11802002

black struc (black interior) 11800448 11805248 11800548 white struc 11801609 11805609 11802009

white struc (white struc interior) 11800409 11805209 11800509 - - - -

white struc (black interior) 11800429 11805229 11800529 - - - -

ê  
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B I W 960Z

United 2x 14/24W GI 

suspension kit 4m 3x0.75 (non-dim)
11060330 2 cables - alu
11060732 2 cables - black struc
11060709 2 cables - white struc
10632930 4 cables - alu
10633032 4 cables - black struc
10633009 4 cables - white struc

suspension kit 4m 5x0.75 (1-10V / Dali/Pushdim)
11060630 2 cables - alu
11061732 2 cables - black struc
11061709 2 cables - white struc
10632940 4 cables - alu
11060609 4 cables - white struc
11060632 4 cables - black struc

United accessories 

3.00

5.00

2.00

3.40

104(1) / 96(2)

674(1) / 670(2)

62(1) / 56(2)

202(1) / 194(2)

674(1) / 670(2)

62(1) / 56(2)

design in cooperation with couvreur-devos
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1x T16 SLS G5 28/54W 
gear incl. electronic

 
 

COVERED(1) UNCOVERED(2)

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

black struc (white struc interior) 11803647 11803847 11803747 black 11806602 11806802 11806702

black struc (black interior) 11803648 11803848 11803748 white struc 11806609 11806809 11806709

white struc (white struc interior) 11803609 11803809 11803709 - - - -

white struc (black interior) 11803629 11803829 11803729 - - - -

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B I W 960Z

United Asy 1x 28/54W GI 

United Asy 1x 21/39W GI 

United Asy 1x 14/24W GI 

4.80 3.00

1x T16 SLS G5 21/39W 
gear incl. electronic

 
 

COVERED(1) UNCOVERED(2)

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

black struc (white struc interior) 11803347 11803547 11803447 black 11806302 11806502 11806402

black struc (black interior) 11803348 11803548 11803448 white struc 11806309 11806509 11806409

white struc (white struc interior) 11803309 11803509 11803409 - - - -

white struc (black interior) 11803329 11803529 11803429 - - - -

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B I W 960Z3.00 2.00

1x T16 SLS G5 14/24W 
gear incl. electronic

 
 

COVERED(1) UNCOVERED(2)

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

black struc (white struc interior) 11803047 11803247 11803147 black 11806002 11806202 11806102

black struc (black interior) 11803048 11803248 11803148 white struc 11806009 11806209 11806109

white struc (white struc interior) 11803009 11803209 11803109 - - - -

white struc (black interior) 11803029 11803229 11803129 - - - -

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B I W 960Z2.25 1.44

55(1) / 47(2)

72(1) / 66(2)

42(1) / 36(2)

1274(1) / 1270(2)

55(1) / 47(2)

72(1) / 66(2)

42(1) / 36(2)

974(1) / 970(2)

55(1) / 47(2)

72(1) / 66(2)

42(1) / 36(2)

674(1) / 670(2)
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ø680
4x T16 G5 24W
2x TC-L 2G11 24W

gear incl. electronic

! power feed & suspension set - see accessories

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

ø680(1) ø980(2) ø680(1) ø980(2) ø680(1) ø980(2)

black struc 11830232 11830132 11835232 11835132 11836232 11836132

white struc 11830209 11830109 11835209 11835109 11836209 11836109

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B E W 650Z

Flat Moon surface/suspension poly down fluo GI

ø680
4x T16 G5 24W
2x TC-L 2G11 24W

gear incl. electronic

! power feed & suspension set - see accessories

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

ø680(1) ø980(2) ø680(1) ø980(2) ø680(1) ø980(2)

black struc 11831732 11831632 11835732 11835632 11836732 11836632

white struc 11831709 11831609 11835709 11835609 11836709 11836609

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B E W 650Z

ø680
4x T16 G5 24W
2x TC-L 2G11 24W

gear incl. electronic

! power feed & suspension set - see accessories

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

ø680(1) ø980(2) ø680(1) ø980(2) ø680(1) ø980(2)

black struc 11840232 11840132 11845232 11845132 11846232 11846132

white struc 11840209 11840109 11845209 11845109 11846209 11846109

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B E W 650Z

Flat Moon surface/suspension poly up/down fluo GI

Flat Moon suspension covered poly down fluo GI

ø980
4x T16 G5 39W
4x T16 G5 24W

ø980
4x T16 G5 39W
4x T16 G5 24W

ø980
4x T16 G5 39W
4x T16 G5 24W

7.60

10.3

6.40

13.3

12.5

18.9

ø 680 / ø 980

108

ø 680 / ø 980

108

ø 680 / ø 980

108
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aperture ø 682 h 160 
4x T16 G5 24W
2x TC-L 2G11 24W

gear incl. electronic

! power feed - see accessories

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

ø680(1) ø980(2) ø680(1) ø980(2) ø680(1) ø980(2)

white struc 11850209 11850109 11855209 11855109 11856209 11856109

ê 
(1)

z  
(2) 

z  a s x B E W 650Z

Flat Moon recessed poly down fluo GI

aperture ø 982 h 160 
4x T16 G5 39W
4x T16 G5 24W

suspension set 4m (3 cables)
11340409 white struc
11340432 black struc

power feed 4m 3x0.75 (non-dim)
11839909 power feed 4m 3x0.75 - white struc
11839932 power feed 4m 3x0.75 - black struc
11839709 power feed recessed 4m 3x0.75 - white struc
11839732 power feed recessed 4m 3x0.75 - black struc

power feed 4m 5x0.75 (1-10V / Dali/Pushdim)
11839809 power feed 4m 5x0.75 - white struc
11839832 power feed 4m 5x0.75 - black struc
11839609 power feed recessed 4m 5x0.75 - white struc
11839632 power feed recessed 4m 5x0.75 - black struc

Flat Moon accessories 

7.60 13.3

ø 680 / ø 980

140
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1x T16-R 2Gx13 22W
1x T16-R 2Gx13 40W
gear incl. electronic

non-dim 1-10V Dali/Pushdim

shiny black/white structure 11810051 11815051 11817051

shiny white/white structure 11810049 11815049 11817049

ê  z  a s x B E W 650Z

Soufflé surface poly down ø500 fluo GI 

1x T16-R 2Gx13 22W
1x T16-R 2Gx13 40W
gear incl. electronic

 

! color filter optional - see accessories

non-dim 1-10V DaliPushdim

shiny black/white structure 11810151 11815151 11817151

shiny white/white structure 11810149 11815149 11817149

ê  z  a s x B E W 650Z

Soufflé surface poly up/down ø500 fluo GI 

1x T16-R 2Gx13 22W
1x T16-R 2Gx13 40W
gear incl. electronic

! textile woven power feed cable optional - see accessories

non-dim 1-10V DaliPushdim

shiny black/white structure 11810251 11815251 11817251

shiny white/white structure 11810249 11815249 11817249

ê  z  a s x B E W 650Z

Soufflé suspension poly down ø500 fluo GI  

7.00

7.50

7.00

color filter - up lighting
10212713 color filter ø500 red
10212714 color filter ø500 yellow
10212715 color filter ø500 green
10212716 color filter ø500 blue

textile woven power feed cable
11819913 cable 4m 5x0.75 red
11819959 cable 4m 5x0.75 black/white

Soufflé accessories 

ø 500

193

ø 500

214

ø 500

189
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1x high power LED incl.
LED gear incl.
aperture ø 105 h 130

 

non-dim 1-10V

warm white ice white warm white ice white

flood flood flood flood

black structure 12010032 12010132 12015032 12015132

white structure 12010009 12010109 12015009 12015109

ê  z  e s x C I X T 960Z

Qliv LED <1500lm RG* 

0.65

*Product also available without gear. Check pricelist for references. Installation warranty is only applicable on the sold units gear included. 

ø 115

100
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